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SOL 6.19
The student will investigate and recognize

a) The identity proper-ties for addition and multiplication
b) The multiplicative property of zero; and
C) The inverse property for multiplication

The identity property of addition states that the sum of any number and 0
equals the number.

Example: 5 + 0 = 5 or 0 + ½ = ½

• The identity property of multipNcation states that the product of any number
and 1 equals the number.

Example: 7 x 1 7 or 1 • 9 = 9

• The multiplicative property of zero states that the product of any number and 0
equals 0.

Example: 8 x 0 = 0 or (4 + 5) • 0 = 0

• The inverse property of multiplication states that the product of a number and
its multiplicative inverse (or reciprocal) always equals one.

1 32
Example: 5 = 1 or — — = 1
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Review of properties from previous grades.

Associative Property (group changes)

The Associative Property states that the change in grouping of three or more addends
or factors does not change their sum or product.

Example: Associative of Addition (1 + 2) + 3 = 6 1 + (2 + 3) = 6

Example: Associative of Multiplication (3 x 4) x 5 60 3 x (4 x 5) 60

Commutative Property (order changes)

The Commutative Property states that changing the order of addends or factors does
not change the sum or product.

Example: Commutative Property of Addition 5 + 9 = 9 + 5

Example: Commutative Property of Multiplication 3 x 2 x 4 = 2 x 4 x 3

Distributive Property

The Distributive Property states that the product of a number and a sum is equal to the
sum of the individual products of addends and the number.

Example: a(b + c) = ab +

Distribute out like this 2(3 + 4) = (2)(3) + (2)(4)
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SQL Practice Items provided by the VDOE,
http://www4oe. virginia.gov/testing/sol/standards docsjmathematics/index.shtml

Answers are located on the lastpage of the booklet.

SOL 619 (Properties)

1. Which of the following equations illustrates
the multiDlicative IroDertvof zero?

A 10.0=0

B 10+(-1O)=O

C 10(15.0)=1O(0.15)

D 10(8 iO)=1O.8+1O.0

2. Which property is shown in the following
numbersentence?

+9HO=t-x

F Multiplicative identity property

G Additive identity property

H Multiplicative inverse property

) Additive inverse property

3. Which property is shown in the following
number sentence?

1
—.7=1
7

4. Identify the equation that illustrates
each property of real numbers?

Identity Property
of Addition

Identity Property
of Multiplication

Multiplicative
Property of Zero

Inverse Property
of Muttiplication

F Multiplicative identity property

G Additive identity property

H Multiplicative inverse property

J Additive inverse property

(15 + 2) 0 = 0

3 2

29+0=29

37.1=37



6.5 (calculator may be used)
The student will investigate and describe concepts of positive exponents and
perfect squares.

• In exponential notation, the base is the number that is multiplied, and the
exponent represents the number of times the base is used as a factor.
In 74, 7 is the base and 4 is the exponent.

74
= 7 x 7 x 7 x 7

• A power of a number represents repeated multiplication of the number by itself.

8 = 8 x 8 x 8 and is read “8 to the third power”

Any teal number other than zero raised to the zero power is 1.

Example: 15° = 1
Example: 40

= 1
Example: 1, 3790 = 1

• Perfect squares are the numbers that result from multiplying any whole number by
itself

1x11
2x24
3 x39
4x4 16
5x 5 = 25

The first 20 perfect squares are:

1,4,9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121, 144, 169, 196, 225, 256, 289, 324, 361,400

• Perfect squares can be represented using grid paper.

2x2 3x3 4x4 5x5 6x6
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10° = 1
101 = 10
102 = 100

= 1000
= 10000

= 10
The square root
of 100 is 10

60 = 1
6’ = 6
62 = 36
6 = 216
6 = 1296

= 13
The square root
of 169 is 13

• A square root of a number is a number which, when multiplied by itself, produces
the given number.

=7
The square root
of49 is 7

• Patterns in place-value charts provide visual meaning of exponents:
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SQL Practice Items provided by the VDOE, 4. Tammy wrote the following values for

httt,://www.doe. virginia. gov/testing/sal/standards powers of 10.
docs/mathematics/index.shtml

Answers are located on the lastpage of
the booklet. 10’ 1,000

l0 = 10,000

iO 100,000

Exponents and Perfect Squares, SOL 6.5
Based on the pattern, which Is equivalent to 100,000,000 ?

A 10’s

1. Based on the geometric pattern B 10

shown, what is the value of 8?

SI S

= 12 5. Base on the pattern shown, what is

= 1,09G the value of 66?

61 = 6
A 1,308

B 2,592
62=36

I)
C 36,000 6 = 216

D 46,656 6=1,296

2. What is the square root of 100?
6. Which is a perfect square between 81

and 121?

F SO

G ‘5 A$6

H 10

3 ‘4
C 100

D 114

3. Which of the following is equivalent .

to
7. Grade s pattern of increasing perfect

- squares is shown below.

A 2.3

B J.3 25,36,

___,64,

81, 1000

C 2.2’2

D 2 2 2. What number does Grade need to
square the find the missing term?

F5 G6 H7 J8
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8. Which of the following is not
a perfect square?

F 49

G90

H 121

3 144

9. Which of the following is
equivalentto6x6 x6x6x6?

A 36&

B 3O

C 6

D
6

10. Which of these is equivalent to 14 x 14 x 14?

A3x42

5 14x42

- c 34

D 14
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SOL 6.17 (calculator may be used)
The student will identify and extend geometric and arithmetic sequences.

Arithmetic Sequences - An Arithmetic Sequence is made by adding the some
value each time.

Example: 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38,

This sequence has a difference of 5 between each number.
The pat±ern is continued by adding 5 to the last number each time.

The value added each time is called the “common difference”

What is the common difference in this example?

19, 27, 35, 43,

Answer: The common difference is 8

The common difference could also be negative, like this:

25, 23, 21, 19, 17, 15,
This common difference is -2

The pattern is continued by subtracting 2 each time.

• Geometric Sequences - A Geometric Sequence is made by multiplying the
same value each time.

Example:

Example: 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256,

This sequence has a factor of 2 between each number.
The pattern is continued by multiplying by 2 each time.
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Special Sequences

Triangular Numbers

1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45,

This sequence is generated from a pattern of dots which form a triangle.

By adding another row of dots and counting all the dots we can find the next number of
the sequence:

.
. ..

. .. ...
. .. ... ....
1 3 6 10

Square Numbers

1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81,

The next number is made by squaring where it is in the pattern.
The second number is 2 squared (22 or 2x2)

The seventh number is 7 squared (72 or 7x7) etc

Cube Numbers

1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343, 512, 729,

The next number is made by cubing where it is in the pattern.
The second number is 2 cubed (2 or 2x2x2)

The seventh number is 7 cubed (73 or 7x7x7) etc

Fibonacci Numbers

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34,

This sequence is found by adding the two numbers before it together.
The 2 is found by adding the two numbers before it (1+1)
The 21 is found by adding the two numbers before it (8+13)
The next number in the sequence above would be 55 (21+34)

Can you figure out the next few numbers?
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F Multiply by 4

G Subtract 4$

H DMde by 4
J Add3

Which pattern follows the rule below?

Dividc ht 1

1 3

2 6

3 9

4 12

5 15

6 16

7 21

Which rule best describes the relationship between all tiles andy values in
the table?

F Add 2 to the s-value to get the v-value.
6 Subtract 14 from the v-value to get tile i-value.
H Divide the v-value by 2 to get the .i-vaue.
J Multiply the i-value by 3 to gel tile v-value.

6 3ett multiplied each term In the pattern below by the same number.

7

1, 4, 16, 64

If the pattern continues, what will be the 6th term?

A84
B 112

C 256
0 1,024

405, 135, 45, 15

Dylan began his number pattern with 405. To determine each new number In
the pattern, he performed the same operation on the previous number. Which
operation could have been used for the pattern?

F Diwde by 3
6 1-luiSply by 3

H Subtract 270

J Divide by 5

A 105, 35, 32, 23, 20

8 108, 36, 18, 9, 3

C 120, 90, 60, 30, 10

D 162, 54, 18, 6, 2 $
Patty made a figure by drawing 4 small squares as shown below.

SOL Practice Items provided by the VDOE, Look at the table.

http://www,doe. virginia.gov/test/ng/sol/staadards
docs/mathematics/index.shtml

Answers are located on the lastpage of
the booklet,

Numerical and Geometric Patterns, SOL
6.17

1 Thu tirut four figures in a pattern are shown.

•1 •t• .... a....
.. I.. ••ee S....

S•• Sail I....

S... •••••
S.,..

If the pattern continues by adding another row and column ot dots to the
previous group, how many dots will be in the next group?

A 30

B 35

C 36

D 40

2 What rule describes the sequence shown?

64, 16, 4, 1,

Look at the table,

Part ot
Patrick’s Pattern

Term Value

11 121

11 144

13 169

1-4 196

15 225

Which rule does Patrick’s pattern follow?

A Add 110 to the term to get the value.

B Multiply 11 Ly the term to get tile value.

C Double the term to get the value.

0 Square the term to get the value.

Patty then Increased the size of the figure by addIng 1 row and 1 column of
small squares to get the next figure in the pattern. The next three figures in
the pattern are shown below,

_

wHH
211,1 .5,iI 4111

If Patty continues the pattern using the same rule, how many sniall squares
wIll make up the 7th figuic?

I-

G 49

H 34

2 25
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9
The first term in the following pattern si..

12
‘Flits flrst four Figuts’s ill a pa ttt’rn are

1, 7, j9, 43, 93 ShoWn.

If the pattern continues in the same way, which rule could be used to get the
next term In the pattern? • • • • • • , •
F Multiply by 2, anti then add t. • • • • • •

p[y• by 3. and then add 4. • • • •
3 Add a. • • • •

..

..
10

Luanne stacked some checkers in a triangular shape as pictured. Each row
has 1 less checker than the previous row. If the pattern continues to double the

nu in bet of dots, what tvill be the total
f dots in t he 411 It fig u rc’ in the

A 128
Luanne made another stack using the same pattern starting wIth 8 checkers
Irs the bottom row. How many total checkers were In her new stack? H 1,4

A in checkers t .i2

8 2! clcec:kecs I) ) 4
C t c.iceckecs

0

13 If the anthnietk pattmn shown continuiw, whatwill be the 8th number?

54, 48, 42, 36,
11

hale wrote the is umber pattern showis. A 34

B 30

1,2,4,7,11,... C 12

06

He noticed another pattern when he
to ii rtd that the ci ifferences between
the isuinhet’,; iiwi’eased by I as showis 14 What is the 10th term In tile increasing pattern sho.vn?
l)el 55W.

1, 1, 2, 3, , 8, 13

124711 F 1

+1 +2 +3 +4

If the tIitterences continue to increase
term in

15 WhiCh couki b th rule for t) 1oIwln ptrIl

A 15 1,000 100 10 1 0.1 0.01
II 19

1 21 A Divide the preous nuniber b1t 10.
3 B Multiy the pCeVIOUS number by 0.

C Subtrt 900 tron 1iie pretus nunthii’.

D Add 0,09 to the pievIou number,



16 The first four terms of a sequence are shown.

48, 24, 12, 6, . .

This sequence is —

A a cjeometric sequence with a common ratio ci 1

B a geometric sequence with a common ratio of 2

C an arithmetic sequence with a common ratio cit

D an arithmetic sequence with a common ratio of 2

16



6.8 (calculator may not be used)
The student will evaluate whole number numerical expressions, using order
of operations.

• The orders of operations are rules that determine the correct order for solving a
sequence of math operations.

• One mnemonic that can be used to help students remember the order of
operations is:

Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally
- Parenthesis
- Exponents
- Multiplication/Division-whichever comes first going left to right
- Addition/Subtraction-whichever comes first going left to right

• Go down the list and complete the first operation you see. If you don’t see that
operation, move to the next operation on the list.

Example 2:

You try!
2+(7x2) 3+62 4x2

You Try!

18

2+(7x2) 3+62 +4x2

3+62 —4x2

Example 1:

/
P 2+14

E 2+14 -3+364x2

MD 2+14 -3+18

AS 31

/

P

(44+2O)—2-7+4.5 (44+2O)+2-7+4.5

E

MD

AS
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Soc Practice Items provided by the VDOE, When simplifying the following, using

http://www4oe. virginia.Qov/test/ng/sol/standards ord or of operations, which operation

docs/mathematics/indexshtml s hO u td IW j)ertorm ed first?

Answers are located on the lastpage of
thebookieL S-1÷2+%5

A — 1
Order of Operations, SOC 6.8 2

U

When implifvixig the following. using 1) 3 5

cider of operation. which operation

shoti Id 1w performed first?

6 Whatisthe value of 200_2.62 ?
S — 1 2 + 3 5

A

K 4—

( 2

1) 3 5

2 iO+fl+

28÷7-2 —

S

it .1

( 2

Dl

3 Whatnumberisequalto 2.8—4+4 ?

A 2

B3

C 14

D 15

When simplifying the following, using order of operations, which operation
should be performed first?

11 ÷(12—8.3)÷2

F 11-12

G 12—8

H 8.3

J 2



SOL 6.10 (calculator may be used)
The student will

a) Define pi fir) as a ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter
b) Solve practical problems involving circumference and area of a circle,

given the diameter or radius
c) Solve practical problems involving area and perimeter
d) Describe and determine the volume and surface area of a rectangular

prism

Circumference and Area of Circles

A diameter is a chord that goes through the center of a circle.

diameter

20

Example: If the radius of a circle is 6 and you need the diameter, multiply by 2.
6 x 2 = 12 so, the diameter = 12

o When using formulas, sometimes you are given the diameter and must find the
radius. To do this, divide the given diameter by 2 to find the radius.

Example: If the diameter of a circle is 10 and you need the radius, divide by 2.
10 ÷ 2 = 5 so, the radius = 5

A radius is a segment from the center of a circle to any point on the circle. Two
radii end-to-end form a diameter of a circle.

radius

When using formulas, sometimes you are given the radius and must find the
diameter. To do this, multiply the given radius by 2 to find the diameter.
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• The value of pi (it) is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter.

• The ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle is a constant value, pi
(it), which can be approximated by measuring various sizes of circles.

• The fractional approximation of pi generally used is

• The decimal approximation of p1 generally used is 3.14.

• Circumference is the distance around or perimeter of a circle.

Formulas:

1’ C—md

(c is circumference, d is diameter, r is radius, A is area)

• Finding the circumference of a circle: Use the formula C = ird or C = 2itr

Example:
If the diameter of a circle is 6.5 inches, which is closest to the
circumference of the circle?

Step 1: Choose the correct formula and write it down. There are 2
different formulas that can be used for finding the circumference of a
circle.

C=itd OR C2irr

Step 2: Fill in the value of it.

C=3.l4xd OR C=2x3.l4xr

Step 3: Replace the variable with the given value. If the diameter is
given, use the formula on the left in the above step. If the radius is
given, use the formula on the right in the above step.

C = 3.14x6.5 OR C = 2 x 3.14x 3.25

Step 4: Complete the calculations.

C = 20.4 inches (rounded to the nearest tenth)
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Finding the area of a circle: Use the formula A = itt2

Example: Which is the closest to the area of a circle ii the diameter is 9 inches?

Stei 1: Start by writing the correct formula. Make sure you select the
formula for area and notcircumference.

A 2

Step 2: Fill in the value of it.

A = 3.14 x r2

Ster 3: Replace the variable with the value of the radius.

lithe diameter is given, divide the diameter by 2; this will give you the
radius. Remember, the radius is half of the diameter. So in this example,
the diameter given is 9. Divide 9 ÷ 2 = 4.5.

A = 3.14 X
452

Stei 4: Calculate the radius squared. This is done by multiplying the
radius times the radius. Remember, r 2

= r x r.

A = 3.14 x 4.5 x 4.5

A = 3.14 x 20.25

Stei 5: Complete the calculations. Remember that area is calculated in
square units, so include that in your answer.

A = 63.585 inches2



• The of a polygon is the number of non-overlapping square units required to

fill the region enclosed by the curve.

Applications of area include:
o Covering the table with newspaper

o A bucket of paint covers 220 square feet

o Painting the door red
o The glass in the window
o The tarp the covers the baseball field when it is raining

o The tiles on the kitchen floor
o The entire city of Suffolk

• The Derimeter of a rolygon is the measure of the distance around the polygon.

Area of Triangles

Formulas:

Applications of perimeter include:
o Painting a gold trim around the edge of the coffee table

o A blue border on the carpet
o A fence around the playground
o The border around the bulletin board

o The trim around the window
o The baseboard trim around the room

o The border of the state of Virginia

23

(A is area, b is base, h is height)

• Finding the area of a triangle: Use the formula A bh

b

A = bh
2



Example:

A = bh

10 ni

What is the area of the triangle?

OR A=bh÷2

24

A = (1O)(6)

A =(60)

A = 30 square meters

p=1s

OR

A = A =

A (1O)(6) ÷ 2

A = 60 ÷ 2

A = 30 meters2

(s is side of a square, p is perimeter, A is area, t is length, w is width, h is height,

Gni

Perimeter and Area of Squares and Rectangles

Formulas:

I
11= 21+2w

and h is base.)
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• Finding the perimeter of a square: Use the formula p = 4s

Example:
A picture measures 5 inches by 5 inches. How much wood is needed to
frame the picture?

p = 4$
p 4(5)
p = 20 inches

• Finding the terimeter of a rectangle: Use the formula p = 2/ + 2w

Example:

A picture measures 8 inches by 10 inches. How much wood is needed to
frame the picture?

p = 21 + 2w
p = 2(8) + 2(10)
p = 16 + 20
p = 36 inches

• Finding the area of a square: Use the formula A = s 2

Example:

A picture measures 4 inches by 4 inches. How much wood is needed to
frame the picture?

2A=s
A

= 42

A = 16 inches

• Finding the area of a rectangle: Use the formula A = I x w

Example:

A table measures 3 feet by 6 feet. How much paper is needed to cover
the table?

A txw
A3x6
A = 18 square feet or 18 feet2



Formulas: Volume and Surface Area of Prisms

(V is volume, LA. is surface area, 1 is length, w is width, h is height.

V = lw/i
S.A.= 2t ÷ 2t/i + 2wJt

• The surface area of a rectangular prism is the sum of the areas of all six faces.

• Finding the surface area of a rectangular prism:
Use the formula £4 = 21w + 21h + 2wh

Example: Carl is covering a rectangular prism-shaped box with cloth.

in.
1 = 8 in.
w =l2in.
Ii = 2 in.

What is the minimum amount of cloth Carl needs to cover the entire box?

SA = 21w + 21h + 2wh

SA = 2(8)(12) + 2(8)(2) + 2(12)(2)

SA = 2(96) + 2(16) + 2(24)

£4 = 1g2 + 32 + 48

SA = 272 inches2

26

12 in.
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• The volume of a rectangular trism is the measure of the amount of space that it
occupies. Volume is measured in cubic units.

• Finding volume of a rectanular prism: Use the formula V = lw/i

Example: Joseph is filling a box with peanuts.

25cm

__________

/ 20cm 1 =25cm
w = 10cm
Ii = 20cm

______________

cm

If the box is empty, what is closest to the amount of peanuts the box will
hold?

V= lwh

V = (25)(10)(20)

V = (250)(20)

V = 5,000 cm3



SQL Practice Items provided by the VDOE,
http://www4oe. virgin/a gov/testing/so//standards

docs/mathematics/index.shtml

Answers are located on the lastpage of
the booklet.

Area & Circumference, SOL 6.10

t.ogan needs to order a cover for his swimming pooi. The circular swimming
pool 5.5 a radius or 07 teet.

Which is closest to the number of square feet needed to completely
move the pool?

A 55Th

B 289

C 907.46

0 1,150

2 In the circle shown, Point lie the center of the circle and Point Il is on
the circle.

r
5.5cm

/1

/

Which is closst to the CirCUlflterCflCe of cirde I 7

A lS.70c:m

B 17.27cm

C 3140 Clfl

D 31.54 Cfll

3 Lou is making a pizza that has a radius of g inches. Which is closest to the
area of the pizza?

F 1,017.36 sq in.

0 254.31 sq in.

H 66.52 sq in.

.3 25434 sq s.

F 11304cm

G 75,36cm

H 37.68 Cfll

3 18.84cm

Point Ms the center of the circle shown. Point N lies on circle N.

/.

Which Is closest to the alma of tl, of rcl?

F isiS 5lTi

53 117 eli-I’

H 1,385 ciis
3 8,544 clii’

The diameter of a circle is 6 feet. Which is closest to the circumference of the
:ircie?

A 18.64 ft

B 28.26 ft
C 37.68 ft

D 113,6411

8 A wheel has a radius of 67.5 niers. Which in closest to the circtiiufercncc ol
this wheel?

A 21.95 Ill

B 123.9 m

C 4,556.25 in

0 11,306.62 is

The Anointer of the circular base of a storage contaIner Is 18.0 meters. The dreumfarefloe at the
base Is npprouimately 59 meter.. Which .110000 Could be cOed to estimate the odoc 01 7

10

A
59

B
9.4

ISO
C 59

0
ISO

The circuiar camplire site at Camp Willow has a diameter 015 yards. Which is closest to the area
of this campfire site?

A 15.7 sqyd

— B l9.559yd

C 31.4 sqyd

O 7I.5sqyd

28

/ l7fcct

6 the C1iaIfl(tQ1’ of a ejtcle is 7 I iwliex,
which is closest to the circuniference?

F 21.98 in

c 38.47 in.
K 43.96 in.

.1 153.86 in.

Which is closest to the circumference of circle 0 shown?
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SOC Practice Items provided by the VDOE,
http://www4oe. virginia.gov/testinp/sal/standards

docs/mathematics/indexshtmI
Answers are located on the last page of

the booklet.

Area & Perimeter of Polygons, SOL 610

1 What Is the area ot the triangle shown?

2 Andrea is buying a rectangular rug that is 3 feet wide and 4 feet long. What is
the total area that the rug will cover?

F 12 square Ie1

Casey and her triends went to the library to work on their social studies
project. They pushed the two tables pictured together.

65

TI
Ill

Er
What will be the total area of the top of the two tables when they are pushed
together?

F 18squarefe.c

G 24 square lecc
H 26 sqsaro fect

J 48 squaru lect

5 Rory and Curtis are on the stage crew for tile school play. The rectangular
stage measures 20 teet by 40 feet. What Is the minimum amount of tape they
will need to outline the stage?

A 60 feet
B 120 feet

C 400 feet

D 800teet

G 14 square (set

H 24 square fst

28 square feEt

3 Susan has a rectangular garden that measures 20 feet by 10 feet, What is the
least amount of fencing that she needs to buy in order to enclose the garden?

A 30fest

B 6ofeet

C SOisec

1) 200 feet
A 480 sq in.

B 120 sq in.

C 80 sci in.

I) 30 sq in

7 Mr. Miller I. putting a border aroond the edges of a rectangular ceiling. The perimeter of the
ceiling is 18 meters. Identity the measurements that could be the two dimensions of the CeilIng.

2 meters Ltem I 1 nete 5] [teJ j eel ra melCrS

I 8cm

A 32 cr112

B 4D cm2

C 48cm’

D %cii
6 What is the atea of the large rectangle

shown if each smalL sqtlare is 4 inches
\Vt(le and 4 inches tong?

F4 ifl.
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SOL Practice Items provided by the VDOE, This diagram shows a rectangular prism.

http://www. doe. virginia.gov/testing/so//standards
docs/mathematics/index.shtml

Answers are located on the lastpage of
the booklet

14 in.
Volume and Surface Area, SOL 6.10

Chelsea wants to cover a rectanuiar prism•shoped box with paper. Which is

closest to the minimum amount of paper Chelsea needs?

4in.

What is the total surface area of this prism?

I F 110 square inches

I-.—-..
6 168 square inches

H 208 square inches

c J 220 square inches
H 7.’mv

3 iO cie What is the surface area of a rectangular prism with the dimensions shown?

2 Cn ri is ccavet’i tag the tee taaigtiht r 2111.

iwisrIt—.sitl aped box with c lotir. I
12 in. —t.s

1/

in.

The measurements of a rectangular prism are shown.

What is the tniui;ntirn amount. of cloth —

Carl needs to cover the entire box? ‘ 3 in.

- 96 sq in.

B l.H) SC IH. 5 l,
ç• 192 scj iii.

I) 272 sq iii. What is the total surface at ca of this prism?

L Pt 39 square incliss

- R ac ctIaro inrhcc

. C 66 quarc rnchn

D 78 cquai2 nchcC
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SOL 6.18 (calculator may be used)
The students will solve one-step linear equations in one variable involving
whole number coefficients and positive rational solutions.

• A one-stei linear equation is an equation that requires one operation to solve.

• An equation is a mathematical sentence stating that two expressions are equal.
Equations have an equal sign.

Below is an example of an equation:

4+x 10

• A variable is a symbol (placeholder) used to represent an unspecified member of a
set.

x is the variable in the above equation.

• A .!n is a number, variable, product, or quotient in an expression of sums and/or
differences. In 7x 2 + 5x — 3, there are three terms, 7x 2, 5x, and 3.

• A coefficient is the numerical factor in a term. For example, in the term 3xy2, 3 is
the coefficient.

• An expression is a mathematical phase that can contain ordinary numbers,
variables and operators (add subtraction, multiplication or division). Expression do
not have equal signs

Look at the expression below.

4x+7y—9

What is the coefficient of x? Answer: 4
What is the coefficient of y? Answer: 7
How many terms are in the expression? Answer: 3
What are the variables in this expression? Answer: x and y
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Models are often used to teach beginning concepts in algebra. Students are taught to
write an equation based on a model.

Example:

0 represents w

U represents 1

Use the representations above to answer the following question.

SteD 1: A balance scale represents an equation because both sides of the scale jjg
both sides of an equation must be equivalent.

Stei 2: The key at the top of the question indicates that one “donut” represents one iv

in the equation. Looking at the left side of the scale, notice that there are 6 “donuts” or
6won the left side of the scale. So, write the left side of the equation.

6w ?

The scale is balanced. Write a number sentence that best represents it.

Ster 3: The key at the top of the question also indicates that one “bar” represents one
in the equation. Looking at the right side, notice that there are 18 “bars” or 18 on the
right side of the scale. Include that number on the right side of the equation.
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Students are also given an equation and asked to model it using manipulatives.
Example:

0 represents x

0

represents 1

Using the representations above, draw a model that best represents the
following:

x +3 = 8

Step 1: A balance scale represents an equation because both sides of the scale
both sides of an equation must be equivalent.

Stei 2: The key at the top of the question indicates that one “donut” represents one x

in the equation. Looking at the left side of the equation, the first term is x. Draw a
“donut” on the left side of the balance scale to represent x. Remember that there is
only one x so draw only one “donut”.

Step 3: Notice that on the left side of the equation, 3 is added to x. The x was modeled
in the previous step so now add 3 to the left side of the balance scale. The key at the
top of the question indicates that one “bar” represents one in the equation. So, place
3 “bars” next to the “donut”.

I]

______

Step 4: Now, look back at the equation. The value of the right side of the equation is
8. To represent this, draw 8 “bars” on the right side of the balance scale. The equation
and the balance scale model are equivalent.

x +3 = 8

7/
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• To solve an equation you find the value that makes the number sentence true.
To maintain equality, an operation performed on one side of an equation must
be performed on the other side.

Example 1 Your objective is to get the
variable x by itself. In order to

X + 7 = 20 accomplish this you perform the
inverse operation, you subtract 7

-7 = -7 from both sides of the equation.
Now add down, you are left with

x 13 thesolutionx=13

Example 2: Your objective is to get the
variable z by itself. In order to

z - 5 = 12 accomplish this you perform the
inverse operation, you add 5 to

+5 = +5 both sides of the equation. Now
add down, you are left with the

z =18 solutionz 18

Example 3: Your objective is to get the
variable s by itself. In order to

3s 2.1. accomplish this you perform the
3 3 inverse operation, you divide both

sides of the equation by 3. Now
s 7 divide, you are left with the

solution $ 7

Example 4: Your objective is to get the
variable d by itself. In order to

3 X = 6 X 3 accomplish this you perform the
3 inverse operation, you multiply

both sides of the equation by 3. To
maintain equality, an operation

d =18 performed on one side of an
equation must be performed on the
other side. Now multiply, you are
left with the solution a = 18
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SOL Practice Items provided by the VDOE,
http://www.doe. virginiagov/testing/so!/standards

docs/mathematics/indexshtmI
Answers are located on the lastpage of

the bookleta

One Step equations and Algebraic
Vocabulary, SOL 61.8

____

I ConkeSN tcprt’scnLs /

1 teptesculs

Uning the above representations, which Could be placed on the right sIde of
the following scale to make it balanced?

A

7

0
oo=uu

O=pn-=flI

Using the representations abobe, which correctly represents the loilowing
number sentence leach scale is balanced?

c

1. The scale below is balanced.

4 What is the coefficient in the number sentence Sr = 16?

A .v
B8

C Br
D 16

5 John found the solution of 14.+.ii = 84 in one step by —

F adding 14 to both sides of the number sentence
G dividing both sides of the number sentence by 11
H multiplying both sides of the number sentence by 14
] subtracting 14 from both sides of the number sentence

6
Look at the equation mat.

Key:

What is the value of .c

Fl

G 2

H4

J 6

B

C )

0

2 Solve fern,:

2,;, = 42

F ,,,=21
G ,n=40
H ,n=44
J n,.,,84

3 WhIch word best describes the following?

Ii —6 = 14

A Equation

B Term

C Coefficient

D Variable
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F 11
07
H3
32

A 13

6 168
C 196

0 2,548

0
0 0
oU
0 0

182

w scale below Is balaicced.

10

12 A variable i —

F the numerical factor in a term

G EL matlieni Ical sentence staring hat tvio etprtions are E5LIELI

H a symbol used to retcscnt an crispecified reinbe of a set
3 a nwnbcr in an cxarcsion of scits and/or diffcrcncs

0=1
Key:

13 Which isan equation?

F 52=t..5-i-

G Sx-r7

H (18—6xj÷13

J —x•7
2

14 Ihat value of z makes the number sentence shown true?

A Vat tie

8 Coe(ficient

C Taint

D Eq natIon

F siI,ti 7 (mm ?., ,iii ritrit,iil 7 ttC!fl Ii,,

C tluliiiy .1,5 L’,.,’ itiI Is Is,’

H Di\ii1 7’. by 7, mI di.’ck 3i by 7.

3 t’.liL 71 It, Liii 1171, ls,

Cook at the equation mat.

What is the value of .v ?

9 Vhat value ot p will make the foliowin9 number sentence true?

‘ ::::

z-53=92

A 4,876
S 145

C 49

D 39

15 WhIch best describes the circled part ol the following?

2÷ 5 =‘)

Using te reprcscntationn and Scala above, which could be placed on the right
side of the following scale to make it balanced?

A

C

11 Which is an equation?

F h—5=32

G 5x-3

H 5y+1>4

16 flits Jackson wrote this number sentence on the boatd,

Which procedure could be used to find a value for x that will Innl(e the
number sentence true?

J 4t2



17 the drawing below is a scale that Is balanced. Each A represents an x, anc

each 0 represents a 1.

Which best represents the drawing?

A 3—x 21

B 3—x’27

C 3X>21

0 3x21

he scale below Is Oslutcecl.

Itt)rs-vhI. I

UsIng the representatIons and scale above, which could be placed on the tight

lde ot the foIleing scale to stake It bslancod

19 Wtiw Is 1t’IJr.’svtsts t he variable ia t he
[Cli ItIVing a tint hr st’titc’twc?

: + r = 45

21 4’ rtprs’tcnt. ii

cEiJ I

Use the rel)sestsl(at IOIlhI 5ihovv I-ti

titiwt’i’ th qttntinn.

If the settle is l)t.tItilIced, vhich nts miter
itilitette*+ tittes it ltt’s.t, etiJ)IPiurIL?

F Sw -= 30

1, w-f530

H 5—mi =30

4

C

1]

I.

.5 .LI.

, Wit ieh ineth nd could he tisccl to solve

IJst rtlltfli)er senceiwe sdmown?

23
iVh ich is all equation?

F x+G

(; 5>7

If x

16

5’ Sishl ti-Il I —I I niril Ly, ‘11111 iilJhtrlcI -I trl,Iil

i’tthitfll’i -j trclfll •Lc, ilnd slthtrnct 11

rIllil I 6

ii Divide 3x liv 4, and cvjiJ Lt by 1l

4 x-r—=1

37

‘S

F C-1

C C-.J 1.4j -3

It -,,
j,— --1 1,

22 WhItE VII isis’ of ‘V flI5 1Wi4 Lii t’ ti tiiitht’t
eIzte1Ics? shown trtie’?

AS

tI t.

.1 Divide -lx LIV -1, and divide tt by 4
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30 WhIch I these Is the varIable In the number sentence 4t + 3 8 ?

f1

63

II —

3

31 What Is the value of in when 18 =
6

A

C i2

D 10$
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Math Smarts!
Math + Smart Phone = Math Smarts!

Need help with your homework? Wish that your teacher could explain the math
concept to you one more time? This resource is for you! Use your smart phone and
scan the QR code and instantly watch a 3 to 5 minute video clip to get that extra help.
(These videos can also be viewed without the use of a smart phone. Click on the links
included in this document.)

Directions: Using your Android-based phone/tablet or iPhone/iPad, download any QR
barcode scanner. How do I do that?

1. Open Google Play (for Android devices) or iTunes (for Apple devices).
2. Search for “QR Scanner.”
3. Download the app.

After downloading, use the app to scan the QR code associated with the topic you need
help with. You will be directed to a short video related to that specific topic!

It’s mobile math help whenj need it! So next time you hear, “You’re always
on that phone” or “Put that phone away!” you can say “It’s homework!!!”

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING:
This resource is provided as a refresher for lessons learned in class. Each link will
connect to a YouTube or TeacherTube video related to the specific skill noted under
“Concept.” Please be aware that advertisements may exist at the beginning of each
video.

Access this document electronically on the STAR website through Suffolk Public Schools.
(http://star.spskl.net/math/MSlstructionalVideosQRCodes.pdf)



Math 6

Describing positive exponents and
perfect squares

htts://www.youtube.com/
watch?v= FNY2TyIIzXQ&list
= PL0573514AC020D58D

6.8
Evaluating whole number
expressions using the order of
operations

httos: //www.voutube.com/
watch?v=oo5DAHo7NHY

6.10
Calculating the circumference of a
circle given the diameter

http://www.virtualnerd.co
rn/middle-math/geometry-
measurement/circle-
circumference-area/circle-
circumference-from-
diameter

6.10
Calculating the area of a circle
given the diameter

http://www.virtualnerd.co
rn/middle-math/geometry-
measurement/circle-
circumference-area/circle-
area-from-diameter

6.10
Calculating the area of a circle
given the radius

http://www.virtualnerd.co
rn/middle-math/geometry-
measurement/circle-
circumference-area/circle
area-from-radius



Math 6
SOL Concept Link qRCode

http://www.virtualnerd.co
. . m/middle-math/cieometry- ‘ 2’

Calculating the circumference of a .-

6.10 . . measurement/circle-
circle given the radius

circumference-area/circle-
circumference-from-radius ti

6 10
Solving practical problems http://www.youtube.com/
involving area and perimeter watch?v=lcuN8e-y-fI

http://www.mrmaisonet.co
. . m/indexphp?/Surface

6.10
Describing the surface area of a Area-Video/Surface-Area-
rectangular prism Of-A-Rectangular

Prism.html

http://www.mrmaisonet.co

6 10
Describing the volume of a m/index,php?/Volume

. rectangular prism Video/Volume-Of-A-
Rectangular-Prism. html

http://www.virtualnerd.co
rn/middle-math/number-

6.17 Extending arithmetic sequences alciebraic-sense/sequences
patterns/sequence-next
terms-examile

Identifying the common difference
. . https://share.ehs.uen.org/

6.17 of a arithmetic sequence (up to
node/27699

4:56)



Math 6
soi Concept Link QR Code

Identifying the common difference https://share.ehs.uen.org/
6.17 of a geometric sequence (up to

node/27702
6:40)

httQ://www.youtube.com/
6.18 Solving one-step equations watch?v=8GZooSmFop4

‘4-

6 18
Representing one-step equations COMING SOONI
using manipulatives: balance scale

SOL Link QRCode

Identifying properties of real numbers
.1. L http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgp8uFuzDa — .

L. —



SOL6.5

The number that tells how many timesexponen the base is used as a factor.

Numbers written as exponents; the

exponentia base is the number that is multiplied,
and the exponent represents the

notation number of times the base is used as a
factor.

Written as a superscript number, it
symbolizes how many times the basepower number must be multiplied to find the

numerical value of the exponent.

The factor that will be multiplied in an
exponent. The power tells how many

base times the base will be multiplied to
find the numerical value of the

exponent.

An exponent composed of the number ten (10)
raised to a power. The power tells how many

zeroes will be in the standard form of the

power of ten exponent. For example, 10 will have three
zeroes in the answer, making it 1,000. If 10

were written as a product of its factors, it
would read 10x10x10=1,000.

A number which, when multiplied by
itself, produces the given number (e.g.,square roo the square root of 49 is 7 since 7 x 7 =

49).
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SOL 6.5 (continued)

A number multiplied by itself;
symbolized by a superscript 2 written

squared above and to the right of a number. For
example, 5 squared (52) would be

solved by multiplying 5x5=25.

The number that results from

perfect square multiplying any whole number by
itself (e.g. 36 = 6 x 6).

The product in which a number is a

b d factorthreetimes;2cubedis8
Cu e because

2X2X2=8
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SOL 6.17
A sequence that is composed of

. shapes, figures, and diagrams.
geometric Geometric patterns may involve

nHrn shape, size, angles,
“‘ I’ transformations of shapes, and

growth.

arithmetic A set of numbers that occurs in a

sequence specific pattern

A number that can be represented

• geometrically as a certain number of dots

triangular arranged in a triangle, with one dot in the first

(top) row and each succeeding lower row

=U mber having one more dot that the row above it. To

I I find the next triangular number, a new row is
added to an existing triangle, and total number

C A..L .

A number that can be represented

geometrically as the number of dots in a square

array. Square numbers are perfect squares andsquare n u ni er are the numbers that result from multiplying

any whole number by itself
(e.g., 36 = 6 x 6).

powers of 10 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000



SOL 6.17 (continued)
46

4,• Following one after the other in
consecu Live order.

The ratio used to determine what each

at
number is muftinlied by in order to

111111 II I I obtain the next number in the
geometric sequence

The difference between each

cornmon succeeding number in order to
determine what is added to each

difference previous number to obtain the next
flu m ber
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SOL 6.3

- A mathematical phrase that containsexpression operations, numbers, and!or variables.

The math processes used to solve an
operation expression.

(+, -, x, ÷)

order of The rules to follow when more than one
operation is used in a numerical

operations expression.

Mnemonic used when solving an
PEM DAS expression.

(please excuse my dear aunt sally)
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$01 6.10

A closed, two-dimensional figure

polygon formed by three or more straight
sides

The number of square units

a rea needed to cover the surface of a
two dimensional figure

• The measure of the distanceperime er around a polygon

The measurement of the extent of

length(l) an object or shape along its
greatest dimension

The measurement of the extent of

width (i,ij) an object or shape along its
shortest dimension

“ ‘b’ The top and bottom faces of auase J three dimensional object

The shortest distance from the
base of a parallelogram to its

height (h) opposite side; in a triangle, the
distance from the base to the

opposite vertex



SOL 6.10 (continued)

An inexact result adequate for aapproximation given purpose

A comparison of two numbers by
. division. Example: The ratio 2 toratio 3 can be expressed as 2 out of 3,

2:3, or 2/3.

The distance around the outside ofcircumference a circle

The ratio of the circumference of
- a circle to the diameter of a circle;1 equal to the fraction 22/7; often

written as the approximation 3.14

• The distance from the center ofradius the circle to any point on the circle

The distance across a circlediameter through the center
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SOL 6.10 (continued)

An arrangement of two-dimensional

net figures that can be folded to form a
polyhedron

rectangular A solid figure that has two parallel
and congruent bases that are

prism rectangles

i The number of cubic units needed tovo.ume fill the space occupied by a solid

The sum of the areas of all the

surface area surfaces (faces) of a three
dimensional figure



SOL 619

identity property of The sum of any number and zero is the

number

addition 6+0=6

identity property of The product of any number and I is the

multiplication

rn ulti plicative The product of 0 and a number is 0.

property of zero

• The product of a number and itsinverse property of inverse (reciprocal) equals;.

multiplication

Change in grouping of three or more

addends or factors does not change their
a ‘jiaiv sumorproduct.

property (a+b)+c and a+(b+c)
(a.b).c and a.(b.c)

+ l.• Changing the order of addends or factorstornm u La ‘ive does not change the sum or product.

property a+b= b+a and a.b= b.a

distributive The product of a number and a sum is
equal to the sum of the individual products

property of addends and the number.

a (b + C) = ab + ac



SOL 6.1$

one—step linear An equation that requires on operation to

solve

equation
A variable or a combination of variables,

expression numbers, and/or operation symbols

4 + 3 — 2 or 3x3 + 2

Mathematical sentence stating that two

equation expressions are equal

4 + 3 = 7ora(b) = c

A symbol(placeholder) used to represent an

variable unspecified number of a set

4x — 5, x is a variable

A number, variable, product, or quotient in

term an expression of sums and/or differences
2x + 3, there are 2 terms (2x and 3)

• - The numerical factor in a termcoe icien 3y2, 3 is a coefficient
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Released Test Answers 12. B SOL 6.10 (Volume

(2nd Nine Weeks) 13. C and Surface Area of
14. H Prisms)
15. A

SQL 6.19 (Properties) 16.A 1.]
l.A 2.D
2.G 3.]
3. H
4

_______

SOL 6.8 (Order of 4. D

Proporty
29

Operations) 5. D
01 AdditlOfi

I

Identrty Properly7
= 1. B

0(HUItPhCaU0nf I 2. C SQL 6.1$ (One-Step
MuItrpticav

+ 2). 0 1 3. D Equations & Vocabulary)
property of Zero L 4.H 1.D
InversProprtyJ 2

5. B 2. Fof !4ultjplication 3 - 2

6.12$ 3.A
4. B

SOC 6.10 (Area and 5. 3

SOC 6.5 Exponents Circumference of Circles) 6. H

and Perfect Sauares)
7. A
8. H

1.C 9.A1. D 2. D 10.B2. H 3.G 11.F3. C 4.] 12.H4. C 5. H 13.F5. D 6. F 14.D6. C 7.A 15.A7. H 8. B 16.H8. G 9. D 17.D9. C 10.8 18. G10. D
19. G

SQL 6.10 (Area and 20. ]SOC 6.17 Perimeter of Polygons) 21. F(Numerical and
Geometric 1 C

22. C

Patterns) 2. F
23. ]
24. G

3. B
1.C 4.H

25.8

2. H 5.8
26.J

3.D 6.A
27.8

4. D 7. 4 meters & 5 meters
28. ]

5]
29.8

6. D
30.]

7. F
31.D

8. F
9. F
10. D
11. D


